Sulfur-rich annulated oligomers and polymers have attracted growing interest owing to their desirable characteristics (electronic, optical, magnetic properties) for fabricating electronic and optical devices. Particularly, oligothiophenes composed of multiple thiophene rings joined by single bonds are among the most frequently studied compounds in organic semiconducting materials. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Advantages of those molecules in these field are thought to attribute to their unique structural features: all sulfur atoms are positioned at the molecular periphery, facilitating multiple short intermolecular S…S contacts and increasing the effective dimensionality of the electronic structure so that they may posses enhanced transport properties. [8] [9] [10] [11] Molecules composed of as many as five fused rings (pentathienoacene) have been reported so far, however, the synthetic routes to those compounds are deemed still inefficient. 12, 13 Recently an improved synthesis of pentathienoacene and extension of the series to make heptathienoacene ( [7] TA, shown in Fig. 1.) has been reported.
14, 15 The oligothienoacenes indeed have shown more efficient molecular packing than oligothiophenes. As other notable structures, thiophene-based annulations of linear β-oligothiophenes give helical carbon-sulfur (C 2 S)n oligomers for large n, possessing a curvature characteristic of helicenes ([n]TH, shown in Fig. 2 ). These will be the focus of exploring the semiconducting properties of the materials in organic fieldeffect transistors. However, systematic studies of electronic properties of fused oligothiophenes and conjugated polymers and examples which establish the relationships between the structures and the electronic properties in these compounds are still lacking.
Here we have studied the geometrical and electronic structures of fused oligothiophene oligomers by calculating the HOMO-LUMO gaps. Moreover, geometric and electronic properties of their conjugated polymers were analyzed by extrapolating the HOMO-LUMO band gap data of their oligomeric series. These studies to establish the relationships between the structure and the electronic properties of conjugated polymer may lead to a better understanding the structural variables and eventually controlling the band gaps in fused oligothiophene oligomers and polymers.
Computational Methods
For an initial validation of computational method, the isomer of thienoacene [4] TA were fully optimized using Hartree-Fock (HF/6-31G*) and DFT methods (B3LYP/6-31G*, B3LYP/6-31G**, B3LYP/6-31+G*), and the result- ing geometries were compared with crystal structure. The crystal and optimized parameters of [4] TA are shown in Table 1 . According to the results, the B3LYP/6-31G(d) method is found to give molecular structures reasonably matched with the experimental geometries for tetrathienoacene.
By means of the Gaussian 98 program, geometries of 12 molecules for [n]thienoacenes (n = 2-7) and [n]thienohelicenes (n = 2-7) have been fully optimized with the hybrid density functional theory (DFT) B3LYP method using the 6-31G(d) basis set. Fig. 3 ). Obviously the slopes indicate the conjugation length dependency of the HOMO-LUMO gaps (Eg). The value of thienoacenes (TA) series is similar to other known oligothiophenes series. However, it is noted that the slope of thienohelicene series is smaller than thienoacenes (TA) series, that is, the conjugation length dependency of the HOMO-LUMO gaps (Eg) in the thienohelicene (TH) system is smaller than other known thiophene system.
Extrapolation of the gap. The bandgap (Eg) in an extended system is defined as the difference between the lowest band energy in the conduction band and the highest band energy in the valence band. In studying the dependency of the HOMO-LUMO gaps of oligomers, we observed a trend for larger oligomers: 
For all polymers studied, Nc was chosen as the number of the carbon atoms along the conjugated chain. This allowed a comparable scale for the 'a' values in the extrapolations for different conjugated systems. 'a' and 'b' were determined by linear regression. 'b' is identified as Eg. Selected statistical data were collected in Table 2 . The correlation was satisfactory so that it is reasonable to assume that the linear trend in 1/Nc would continue as Nc increases to infinity. Note that the 'a' values are large differences between [n]thienoacenes and [n]thienohelicenes systems shown in Table 2 and Figure 3 .
As shown in Table 2 and Figure 3 , the band gap of polythienoacene is predicted to be 2.23 eV from HOMO-LUMO gaps of oligothienoacenes by extrapolating to the infinite chain. It is noticed that this is close to the value obtained from an extrapolation of lmax of oligothienoacenes (see ref. 15) . 15 As an alternative way for predicting bandgaps, the HOMO-LUMO calculation of molecular oligomers should be a reliable and efficient method for predicting bandgaps of polythienoacenes. 17 Using the same way, the bandgap of polythienohelicene also is predicted by 4.15 eV from the oligothienohelicene. However, the dependency of the oligo-helicene series turns out smaller than oligo-acene Table 2 ). It may due to helical structure of oligo-helicene and might affect the band gap, which is not clearly rationalized yet. In summary, the geometrical and electronic structures of the oligothiophenes have been investigated using a density functional theory (DFT) B3LYP method. HOMO-LUMO gaps of fused oligothiophenes (n = 2-7) were calculated and data were compared with those of related compounds such as thienoacene and thienohelicene series to analyze their structural features. The conjugation length dependency of the HOMO-LUMO gaps (Eg) in thienoacene series showed similar profiles with the oligothiophenes. The dependency of thienohelicene series turned out smaller than the thenoacene homologs. The band gaps of their polymers were predicted using extrapolation of HOMO-LUMO energy gaps of oligomers, which would be an alternative way for predicting bandgaps as a reliable and a practical method. The above prediction of bandgaps for fused polythiophenes will facilitate a deep understanding and improving their properties with desirable characteristics as well as a further synthetic approach to the fused thieophene derivatives.
